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About This Game

You are embarking on a fresh start. It is your first day of work as a housekeeper at one of the most luxurious apartment
buildings in the city. However, before you can powe 5d3b920ae0

Title: Housekeeping VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Peach Pie Productions
Publisher:
Glass Hand Studios
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2017

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD Fx 835

English
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This game would easily be in my top 3 if it didn't crash ALL THE TIME. I've tried reinstalling it. I have a 1080 graphics card.
This is the game I would show all my friends if it wasn't broken.. Got a refund coz it wouldnt load up a single stage without
crashing, and it aint my high end computers problem. What i saw everything looks way to big, like im a small person who climb
up Jacks bean stalk and live in a world of giants, everything is over sized or under, had a hard time finding a middle ground, but
dnt take away from the game coz it didnt even load a single stage for me in the time i played. Doesnt mean the game is bad.
Cant recommend something that didnt work.. I LIKE IT! SUPER FUN! heres a link to me playing it
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irg69D9DFI. Super buggy. screen flickers all around the place especialy in the elevator
when trying to buy weapons.. lemme smash. lemme smash. TL;DR: Its new and a little buggy but really fun. ("zen mode" in
options removes the timer) A VR experiance where the objective is to destroy everything. my childhood dreams are getting
closer and closer. Housekeeping VR is a fun little explore and destroy everything in your path kinda game. It got a pretty good
smile in me and had me accidnetly punch my computer desk a few time on accident thrashing around breaking everything in the
game. I guess I need a bigger playing area or foam padding on my controllers. Here are a few things to point out. the "main
game" is timed and its a pretty short timer however this is fine because in the options they have a "zen mode" where it removes
the timer and money earning system and you just go around and break things taking your time. I havent played much but I did
enjoy all the little hidden things, the ghosts, the hidden room etc. Idk i just love stuff like that. Im sure there is/ will be alot more
in future updates. maybe hidden rooms behind walls. there is alot of room here for expansions beyond just breaking stuff. so
many mini game ideas are running through my head with targets and mazes etc with this gameplay mechanic. the game is at the
time of writing this review very new and still being delevoped and It does show but its stuff I can look past as long as the devs
keep working on this game. few things the game (i think when its loading things) gets very jittery. and fazes in and out of the
game. also the hands are backwards so I need to switch my left and right controllers when I play. also another thing I just wanna
put in here if the Devs are reading. the stuff seems to weak or im too strong. I feel like the Hulk trying to handle fine china
sometimes. I try and pick a bottle up and it just explodes in my hands almost every time. Overall for the price at the moment it
is fun. It does need more in the future but for a preview and. Is it alpha or beta? .im not sure/ but still early development, its
good.
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